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Chapter 761: Myriad Soul Extinction 

Xie Lingzi’s expression was ugly to the extreme. He did not think that Ye Yuan deliberately lured him in. 

Now, Ye Yuan sealed off the sea of consciousness to fight with him to the death! 

This kind of outcome was what Xie Lingzi could not have anticipated at all prior to this. 

“Boy, you doing this, do you really take me to be a soft persimmon? If I explode with full power, the two 

of us, both will die!” 

Looking at Xie Lingzi’s appearance, he was actually turning to desperate measures when driven into a 

corner. 

Sealing off the sea of consciousness, even Ye Yuan himself could not sense the existence of his physical 

body too. 

Now, Ye Yuan’s physical body was simply a walking corpse and would not have the least bit of sensation. 

But with the Fiery who had just advanced ranks protecting, Ye Yuan was not worried about Grayflame. 

Right now, Grayflame was already not much different from a dead dog. Fiery dealing with him was more 

than plenty. 

“Heh, you got to have the capability to do that too! Speaking of which, I very much want to experience 

the divine soul mystic arts of an ancient powerhouse! How about ... we compare notes a little?” 

Finished talking, Ye Yuan did not wait for Xie Lingzi to answer either, and actually attacked straightaway! 

“Ice Soul Curse!” 

Ye Yuan gave a light cry and actually condensed out a large bunch of ice shards with soul force in an 

instant, stabbing towards Xie Lingzi. 

His approach was pestering non-stop. Even if Xie Lingzi did not want to fight, it was out of the question 

too! 

But Ye Yuan’s divine soul mystic art was very powerful. Even if Xie Lingzi had exceedingly high 

attainments concerning divine souls, he was still somewhat struggling with cope with things in front of 

Ye Yuan. 

This Ice Soul Curse looked to be an extremely powerful offensive-style divine soul mystic art at one 

glance. Xie Lingzi’s expression darkened, and he howled, “Nether Soul Shield!” 

All of a sudden, Xie Lingzi condensed a gigantic shield with soul force, blocking it in front of him. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

Ice shards bombarded toward the shield one by one. Tremendous impact force beat the shield back 

repeatedly! 
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But this move was not Ye Yuan’s ace in the hole. After he displayed this move, he had been observing 

Xie Lingzi’s divine soul mystic art constantly, his gaze revealing a pondering look. 

The ancient era’s divine soul mystic arts seemed to be somewhat different from the present. 

But where it was different, Ye Yuan could not pinpoint it either. 

Ye Yuan’s divine soul mystic arts were numerous. Succeeding in one move, he changed styles 

unceasingly and carried out an indiscriminate bombing against Xie Lingzi, pressuring Xie Lingzi until he 

could not catch his breath at all, being exhausted from dealing with it continuously. 

Ye Yuan discovered that the divine soul mystic arts he executed seemed to have slightly greater 

consumption compared to Xie Lingzi. 

Although he took the absolute upper-hand, that was the absolute overpowering of strength. The divine 

soul mystic arts that Xie Lingzi displayed seemed to be more accomplished with high proficiency 

compared to himself. 

This discovery made Ye Yuan very depressed. 

Could it be that after the Divine Dao withered, martial artists’ divine soul also had some unknown 

transformation occurring? 

Or was it because present martial artists lacked a little something, so they were unable to advance to 

the Deity Realm? 

In contrast, the more Xie Lingzi fought, the more startled he got! 

Ye Yuan was seriously too powerful. All kinds of divine soul mystic arts emerged in endless streams, 

seemingly inexhaustible! 

If it continued like this, he would be exhausted to death by Ye Yuan! 

Boom! 

Xie Lingzi’s soul force abruptly erupted, slamming away Ye Yuan’s attack directly. 

He looked at Ye Yuan like he went mad and roared, “Brat, you forced me! I’ll let you take a look at an 

ancient powerhouse’s true prowess!” 

Xie Lingzi’s arms opened up slightly. A majestic soul force spewed forth from his divine soul akin to an 

erupting volcano. 

While Ye Yuan actually felt a kind of very familiar feeling in this surge of soul force. 

“His soul force ... it seems to encompass some sort of elusive profundity! Just what is it?” Ye Yuan 

muttered under his breath, seemingly not paying any attention to this powerful attack at all. 

Ye Yuan’s eyes suddenly lit up, and he was pleasantly surprised in his heart as he said, “Oh right, that’s 

it! This mysterious aura is precisely the mysterious power contained within the golden characters! It’s 

just that ... Xie Lingzi’s mysterious aura is too weak. If not for him erupting his soul force entirely, I 

wouldn’t sense it at all! Looks like he’s still a very long way away from Deity Realm!” 



“Boy, facing imminent death and you’re actually still in a trance here!” 

Xie Lingzi was currently releasing a big move but suddenly discovered that Ye Yuan was currently in a 

daze. This made him feel unbelievable fury. 

He was an exalted Divine Dao Era’s big shot and was actually being looked down upon by a junior brat 

like so. How to make him accept this? 

It was only then did Ye Yuan come back to his senses. He had an apologetic smile on his face as he 

said, “Ah, sorry about that. Thinking about some things earlier and became absentminded. Uh ... 

Fortunately, I can still make it in time right now. This is your strongest divine soul mystic art? Doesn’t 

seem like much either. You disappoint me greatly.” 

Fortunately, Xie Lingzi was a divine soul body right now. If he still had a physical body now, he would 

definitely be infuriated until he was heavily injured and vomit blood. 

Ye Yuan’s words were seriously too infuriating. He was, at any rate, a former peak Dao Profound 

powerhouse too. He was actually being despised by a junior! 

Except, he had yet to refute in time, and his face revealed a look of astonishment. 

“Heh heh, I already have not used this move for a long time. My present soul force is barely able to 

support this move. Divine Dao Era’s Senior, sample the taste of this move of mine well. Because ... you 

only have one chance to experience it!” 

Ye Yuan played it down as he said it, but his soul force quietly dispersed throughout the entire sea of 

consciousness! 

“This ... How is this possible? My ... My divine soul mystic arts ... are actually unable to be used! You ... 

what the hell kind of skill is this?!” 

Xie Lingzi had an expression like he saw a ghost. He urged his soul force with all his might. However, his 

soul force was like withered, unable to be deployed at all. 

Xie Lingzi had lived for ten thousand years. The cultivation skills and martial technique he had 

experienced before were too many to enumerate, but he had yet to see before any kind of divine soul 

mystic art that could make the opponent unable to even retaliate! 

This kind of skill was also too horrifying. 

Ye Yuan said with a faint smile, “It’s true that right now is an age of declining laws. But it’s precisely 

because they are unable to break through to the Deity Realm that martial artists pushed all kinds of 

methods to the limit, wanting to break through the fetters. Therefore, current martial artists’ strength is 

not as weak as you imagine! In comparison, same rank martial artists are even more powerful compared 

to that era of yours! Therefore ... don’t look down on martial artists in a waning age!” 

Xie Lingzi looked at Ye Yuan with an astonished face, as if he was a god. 

“No! Don’t! I, Xie Lingzi, am someone who’s going to step into Deity Realm! How can I possibly die 

here?!” 



Xie Lingzi yelled out crazily. Yet, no matter how he shouted, he was unable to muster up soul force. 

“Myriad ... Soul ... Extinction!” 

Out of Ye Yuan’s mouth, these three words were akin to the sound of a celestial deity. 

The moment the words came out, the entire sea of consciousness quietened down. 

Xie Lingzi’s mouth was still opening and closing frenziedly, but he could not emit any bit of noise 

anymore. 

His soul force was constantly being extinguished by some inexplicable power. 

While Xie Lingzi’s divine soul was like being hit, it was as if he was turning into mosaic tiles, his entire 

person breaking down into countless fragments! 

At the start, these shards could still form a complete divine soul. 

But now, those fragments fragmented once more, then they were utterly obliterated! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 762: Mystic Qi 

With a thud, Ye Yuan plopped onto the ground, panting for air heavily. 

“M-Master, is that you?” 

Xu Yan had been observing Ye Yuan’s activities by the side all along. But the battle which took place 

inside the sea of consciousness, he was unable to pry into it. 

But in accordance to his judgment, with Xie Lingzi’s strength, it was impossible to lose to such a Divine 

Traversing Realm brat. 

Except, Xu Yan could not quite figure out why Xie Lingzi actually spent such a long time to deal with a 

brat like this. 

Moreover, looking at Ye Yuan’s appearance, it seemed like the cost was huge. 

“Huff . . . Huff . . . That damn master of yours is already thoroughly dead now! Using this move right now 

is indeed somewhat more than I can bear. This time, even if there are medicinal pills assisting, without 

half a month, I’ll probably be unable to recover,” Ye Yuan panted for air as he said powerlessly. 

When Grayflame who was by the side heard Ye Yuan’s words, it was as if he was struck by a thunderbolt 

in clear weather! 

What did he say just now? 

Master . . . Master was finished off! 

This . . . How was this possible? 

Even if Xie Lingzi’s current condition was much worse compared to his pinnacle period, to deal with a 

Divine Traversing Realm brat like this, it shouldn’t need the slightest effort, right? 
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Xie Lingzi’s might, the Grayflame who had always been by his side was all too clear. He was actually 

unable to seize possession of a Divine Traversing Realm boy? 

Grayflame was limp and feeble on the ground like mud at this time. But he could not resist lifting his 

head to take a look at Ye Yuan, as if he had seen a ghost. 

This young man before his eyes who was young until it could make people disregard was really a 

monster-like existence! 

He took possession of Xu Yan, then lured Ying Tianya over through Xu Yan’s secret arts. It was originally 

something that was already in the bag. 

Grayflame knew that the ones here this time were all Heaven Enlightenment Realm martial artists. They 

were simply nothing to be feared to him. 

But he took everything into calculations and also did not calculate that such a monster actually came 

this time! 

Ye Yuan consumed a soul force recovering medicinal pill and rested for a while, and finally recovered. 

When his gaze landed on Grayflame, Grayflame could not refrain from shuddering. 

Ye Yuan flashed a bright smile and said, “You don’t have to be scared. Actually, I just want to ask you a 

few questions. If you answer honestly, it’s not impossible to let you live.” 

Grayflame was startled and hurriedly said, “Mi-Milord, go ahead and ask. This lowly one will answer 

everything!” 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and asked, “You experienced the Divine Dao Era. Do you know how to achieve 

the Deity Realm or not?!” 

Ye Yuan’s question made Grayflame’s expression became very ugly too. 

“Milord, even in the Divine Dao Era, Deity Realm was also an inscrutable realm. Forget about me, even 

Xie Lingzi lingered in front of this great gate for a long time too, unable to find the correct approach!” 

Grayflame said with a bitter smile. 

Ye Yuan looked at Grayflame with a smile that wasn’t a smile and said, “That’s to say that you don’t have 

any use at all? Fiery, eradicate his primordial spirit!” 

“Don’t, don’t, don’t! I . . . Although I don’t know how to achieve the Deity Realm, I know that there is 

one thing of utmost importance to achieve Deity Realm!” Grayflame hastily said. 

Hearing Grayflame’s words, Ye Yuan was slightly stirred in his heart; he was rather surprised. 

Actually, Grayflame saying that he did not know the mystery of becoming a deity was within Ye Yuan’s 

expectation. Except, it didn’t expect that under Ye Yuan’s bluff, he actually really swindled out some 

things. 

“What thing?” Ye Yuan forcefully suppressed the agitation in his heart and asked. 



Ye Yuan’s life-long goal in his previous life was to achieve the Alchemy God Realm. But he sought after 

bitterly and did not attain it. 

Now that he had a chance to hear the mystery of becoming a deity, how could Ye Yuan not be agitated 

in his heart? 

Grayflame said, “Deity Realm powerhouses and ordinary martial artists are simply people of two 

different worlds. Even though Xie Lingzi was considered very powerful in the Dao Profound Realm, in 

front of Deity Realm powerhouses, he didn’t even dare to lift his head. As for how to affirm one’s Dao 

and become a deity, Deity Realm powerhouses all guarded the secret closely as well. But with Xie 

Lingzi’s status, he knew some secrets of becoming a deity. Allegedly, achieving Deity Realm is very 

closely related to something called mystic qi! All martial artists must go through the baptism of mystic qi 

before they can transform and become a deity!” 

Hearing that, Ye Yuan’s brows creased together tightly. “Mystic qi? What is that?” 

Mystic qi, this name, it was Ye Yuan’s first time hearing. 

Ji Qingyun was a member of the Divine Realm’s pinnacle-most group in his previous life. With regards to 

many secrets about Deity Realm, he was aware. 

These hundred over thousand years, martial artists had never given up on the research on Deity Realm. 

Each major force had its own core-most layer of secrets. Of course, there were also many things 

regarding Deity Realm that everyone all knew. 

But Ye Yuan had never heard before that Deity Realm had something to do with a thing called mystic qi. 

Grayflame shook his head when he heard that and said, “I don’t know. Deity Realm powerhouses all did 

not breathe a word about this to a soul. Even if there was some kind of exchange, that was also 

something between Deity Realm powerhouses. Martial artists beneath the Deity Realm, they did not 

place in their sights at all.” 

Regarding this, Ye Yuan did not doubt it. 

The might of Deity Realm powerhouses, ordinary martial artists had no way of imagining at all. 

The gap between the Deity Realm and the Dao Profound Realm had no way of compensating using 

numbers at all. 

No number of Dao Profound Realm powerhouses was a Deity Realm powerhouse’s match! 

One could say that Deity Realm powerhouses were completely another level of life-form! 

If not for so, they would not be called Deity Realm powerhouses! 

Therefore, in the eyes of a Deity Realm powerhouse, ordinary martial artists did not have the 

qualifications of communicating with them at all. 

Ye Yuan could not help revealing a pondering look. 



Looks like Deity Realm powerhouses all disappearing overnight brought away too many secrets, 

resulting in a rupture appearing between the two eras’ martial artists. 

As for this mystic qi, it sounds rather like an existence similar to essence energy. It was just that this 

mystic qi was probably a level higher than essence energy. 

But according to what Grayflame said, he did not know what mystic qi was at all. That indicated that this 

sort of thing was probably not that easy to perceive. 

Either it was extremely rare, or it required reaching some sort of profound boundary before one could 

perceive it. Or perhaps, both at the same time. 

All in all, becoming a deity . . . was as hard as reaching the sky! 

In the Divine Dao Era, it was already extremely difficult. In this present age of declining laws, becoming a 

deity was even more a kind of extravagant hope. 

Perhaps . . . in the Godsfall Mountain Range, some secrets of becoming deity are hidden. When the time 

is right, I can go there and investigate properly, Ye Yuan thought to himself secretly in his heart. 

Right now, in the Divine Realm, the vast majority of things related to Deity Realm were all obtained in 

the Godsfall Mountain Range, including the golden characters inside Ye Yuan’s sea of consciousness! 

If talking about which place in the Divine Realm was the closest to Divine Realm, there was only the 

Godsfall Mountain Range. 

But with this mystic qi, Ye Yuan going to explore the Godsfall Mountain Range had even more focus and 

direction. 

“Mi-Milord, this lowly one has already said all that I know. I beg you, stay your hand in mercy and let me 

off!” Grayflame said with a mournful face. 

Ye Yuan shot him a glance and said with a smile, “I promised to let you live. I naturally won’t go back on 

my words. But a primordial spirit like you, I don’t dare to let you follow your inclinations. So . . .” 

Ye Yuan suddenly smacked a palm out over towards the top of Xu Yan’s head. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 763: Favor 

Ye Yuan opened up his five fingers and directly grabbed the top of Xu Yan’s head. 

A powerful suction tapped into Xu Yan’s sea of consciousness and actually dragged Grayflame’s 

primordial spirit out straight away. 

If Grayflame was at his prime, Ye Yuan naturally could not accomplish this. But his main body was 

completely gobbled up by Fiery. Grayflame’s primordial spirit was extremely weak and could only be at 

Ye Yuan’s mercy too. 

Ye Yuan retrieved a small bottle and sealed Grayflame inside immediately. 
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Inside the small bottle had no essence energy to replenish. Grayflame would also forever not be able to 

recover his main body’s strength. 

To an essence fire which gave birth to a primordial spirit, the primordial spirit was the most crucial. 

As long as the primordial spirit was not annihilated, they could draw on the fire origin power in heaven 

and earth ceaselessly and could recover to their peak state. 

“Fiery, you enter Vast Heaven Pagoda to cultivate first. Your existence is too conspicuous. It’s easy to 

attract the covetous eyes of an observant and conscientious person. Later, I’ll impart you a few 

cultivation methods. When you master them, it can let your combat power rise substantially,” Ye Yuan 

said to Fiery. 

Fiery was overjoyed as he nodded his head and said, “Many thanks, Big Brother! Then I’ll dispatch a 

clone to follow you. If there’s any need, Big Brother you just call me out straight away will do.” 

Finished talking, Ye Yuan’s mind stirred and put Fiery away inside the Vast Heaven Pagoda. 

Giving birth to a primordial spirit, Fiery was an independent individual already; he was not much 

different from ordinary martial artists. 

It was just that giving birth to a primordial spirit at this cultivation realm, Fiery was indeed rather 

heaven-defying and not too suitable to appear in front of people. 

But even so, Fiery would also be a major trump card of Ye Yuan’s in the future. 

Even if Fiery did not do anything, just using the might of essence fire was plenty more than ordinary 

Boundless Realm martial artists could bear. Let alone that Ye Yuan still had many fire controlling arts on 

hand. After imparting some methods to Fiery, it could let his strength have a very large increase within a 

short period. 

Finished doing these, Ye Yuan fed the Pinnate Star Grass juice refined previously one by one for 

everyone to consume, then started meditating to recover his strength inside this rock cave. 

Executing the Myriad Soul Extinction previously had a tremendous burden on his divine soul. 

This Myriad Soul Extinction skill was created several tens of thousands of years ago by a powerful 

Alchemy Emperor. Its might was exceedingly terrifying. 

Divine soul mystic arts were alchemists’ primary attack methods. Powerful alchemists were able to 

forcefully withstand Divine King Realm powerhouses’ martial technique with divine soul mystic art, even 

kill Divine Kings! 

In reality, Ji Zhengyang father and son had this level of strength back then too. If not for being plotted 

against by Ji Zhengyang, their father and son pair also would not have ended up perishing. 

Ye Yuan’s current soul force, just displaying this move face-front, he could not even unleash one-

thousandth of this move’s might. 

But even so, Myriad Soul Extinction was also not what Xie Lingzi, this remnant soul, could withstand. 

Actually, Ye Yuan thought of asking some things from Xie Lingzi. But later, he gave up on this idea. 



This Xie Lingzi was too dangerous. Better annihilate straight away was safer. 

Before long, Jun Tianyu was the first one to gradually wake up. 

Jun Tianyu’s alertness was very high. The first thing he did when he woke up was to circulate his essence 

energy to guard against any accidents. 

But very soon, he saw Ye Yuan currently smiling at him. Only then did he set his mind at ease. 

“Brother Jun is indeed formidable! Your cultivation realm is inferior to Ying Tianya and Pei Wenqiang, 

but you woke up first before them,” Ye Yuan praised. 

Jun Tianyu was indeed an exceptional talent. In terms of potential, he flung these two City Lords several 

streets behind. 

Heaven Enlightenment Realm martial artists that came out to be the lord of a city all basically did not 

have much hope in the Martial Path, that was why they would seek for another way out. 

As long as they still had hope in Martial Arts, most would remain in the holy land to continue cultivating 

bitterly. 

But Jun Tianyu was an outlier in Ancient Opulence City. 

Jun Tianyu blushed with shame, but then he pointed at the Xu Yan who was already dead and said in 

surprise, “This person ...” 

Ye Yuan let out a slight sigh and briefly recounted the entire process of the incident, but he concealed 

being seized possession of by Xie Lingzi this part. 

Based on Ye Yuan’s story, Xie Lingzi and his primordial spirit fell out and became enemies. Only then did 

he have an opportunity to exploit, rounding them up in one fell swoop. 

Except, even so, Jun Tianyu was incomparably astonished too. 

Ye Yuan said it simply, but to find the lease of life in this, it really could not be done by the average 

person. 

Not long after, Ying Tianya and Pei Wenqiang pretty much woke up at the same time. The others also 

gradually woke up one after another. 

Of course, they who had just regained consciousness also had a look of being struck senseless regarding 

the present situation. Jun Tianyu briefly recounted the situation. Only then did they know that they 

squeaked by with their lives again. 

Not only did Ye Yuan eradicate Xie Lingzi and Grayflame Heretic Fire, he even resolved the Strange 

Nether Flower poison in their bodies. 

No matter whether they were willing or not, each one of these people owed Ye Yuan a tremendous 

favor. 

Especially Pei Wenqiang and He Shuming. These two people incredibly embarrassed by the side. 



But Ying Tianya had a bitter look. His relationship with Xu Yan was excellent. Hence, he put his life on the 

line and also had to come to this ancient grotto to save Xu Yan. 

It was just that he never would have thought that turns out before he entered this grotto, Xu Yan was 

already possessed by Grayflame Heretic Fire! 

Ying Tianya hugged Xu Yan’s corpse and wept his eyes out, making everyone by the side unable to 

refrain from feeling sorrowful in their hearts too. 

This trip, if not for Ye Yuan, their outcome would probably all be incomparably tragic. 

Before this, they would already be completely wiped out. 

Even though they all woke up, each and every one had the greater half of their essence energy 

extracted. Even if they returned to form, their cultivation realms likely faced the risk of falling too. 

Heaven Enlightenment Realm martial artists were still fine, but Boundless Realm martial artists’ losses 

this time were a little too much. According to Ye Yuan’s estimation, it should be very hard to recover to 

peak strength. 

Of course, Ye Yuan had the ability to help them eliminate the hidden dangers. But he was not a goody-

two-shoes to this sort of extent. 

Except, at this sort of time, there was already no one who paid attention to this. Being able to survive by 

a fluke was already very not easy. 

After a long while, Ying Tianya finally pulled it together. He put away Xu Yan’s corpse, planning to send it 

back to the holy land to bury. 

What made Ye Yuan surprised was that right at this time, Pei Wenqiang actually came in front of him 

and said with clasped hands, “Boy, this trip ... many thanks!” 

This Pei Wenqiang relied on that his elder brother was one of the Seven Holy Sons and had never shown 

anyone respect. 

But this time, Ye Yuan took action to save him over and over again. This also finally made him feel rather 

embarrassed. 

Ye Yuan knew that with Pei Wenqiang’s personality, being able to say out these two words were already 

very not easy. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “No need to be courteous. You also said it, it was in order for myself to be able 

to exit. Therefore, we’re square!” 

Pei Wenqiang was a person who valued face tremendously. If Ye Yuan climbed up along the pole, he 

would feel a little better instead. 

But Ye Yuan saying that they were square very magnanimously made him feel very disgraced instead. 

It was only to see him said with a livid face, “Boy, don’t give me that! This Pei never owes other people! 

This favor, this Pei has noted it down! If you need any help in the future, as long as it’s within the holy 

land, this Pei has the ability to help you achieve it!” 



Ye Yuan shot him a glance and said with a faint smile, “Fine. When the time comes, I’ll go and look for 

you.” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 764: Reminisce 

“Ye Yuan, how do we exit now?” 

Jun Tianyu asked what everyone was wondering. Everyone perked their ears up. This damn place, they 

did not wish to stay for a moment longer! 

Even Ying Tianya and Pei Wenqiang also involuntarily perked their ears up. 

From the moment they woke up, Ye Yuan already became the absolute backbone of their group of 

people. 

Forget about He Shuming, even the Pei Wenqiang who always liked to jump around bowed his head in 

submission already. Who else dared to jump out? 

Ye Yuan said, “The exit is right at the sacrificial altar there. Let’s go!” 

During the period that everyone was unconscious, Ye Yuan did not stay idle. He used secret arts to 

torture the Grayflame primordial spirit for a bout, forcing him to say out many of this grotto’s secrets. 

Xie Lingzi prepared many contingency plans for the sake of reviving anew. 

These back-up plans, he did not get to use them all. All of these benefited Ye Yuan. 

And that sacrificial altar was not just the core of the Luo Tian Soul Sealing Grand Array, it was also the 

grotto’s passageway leading to the outside world. 

One had to admit that this Xie Lingzi’s attainments in formations were still praiseworthy. The ingenuity 

of his ideas, Ye Yuan rather admired it too. 

On the sacrificial altar, Ye Yuan opened up the transmission array according to the method Grayflame 

had told him. Everyone pushed open the coffin, but the things inside were already moved out by Ye 

Yuan long ago, completely empty. 

Inside this coffin was the transmission array’s passageway. 

Everyone entered the coffin. A radiant light flashed, and they finally vanished from inside this ancient 

grotto. 

... 

At this very moment, in the far-away Rang Shi Region, Heaven’s Destiny Trading Company’s 

headquarters, an Alchemy Emperor was currently researching medicinal pills. 

An old man whose hair and beard were all white was sitting not far away from him, currently enjoying 

tea. 

Alchemy Emperors researching medicinal pills were something that was most common. 
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It was just that what was placed on his table were actually all Tier 5 medicinal pills! 

An Alchemy Emperor powerhouse researching Tier 5 medicinal pills, now this, was not a usual thing. 

Many jade containers were placed on the table. Inside the containers had all sorts of liquid. 

As he researched, his brows were tightly knitted. 

In the end, he drew a breath and sighed deeply, putting down the work in his hands. 

When that old man whose hair and beard were all white saw the situation, he put down the teacup in 

his hand, came to the alchemy emperor’s side, and said rather surprisedly, “Younger Brother Xun Ze, 

even you can’t deconstruct these measly little Tier 5 medicinal pills too?” 

“First Elder, it’s not that I, Xun Ze, am boosting other people’s morale while diminishing our prestige. 

Even if these medicinal pills are brought to the Alchemist Association, those few old monsters might not 

be able to deconstruct them either!” Xun Ze said with an emotional sigh. 

First Elder’s eyebrows raised up as he said in amazement, “Really that freaky?” 

Xun Ze nodded and said, “These Tier 5 medicinal pills look simple, but they were refined and formed 

with unique methods. And the compositions we deconstructed, logically speaking, are not able to be 

refined into pills at all when put together. This alchemist is simply a genius. I truly have no idea what 

kind of method he used to combine these medicinal herbs together, and even let the medicinal pills’ 

medicinal effects increase so much. In my view, this is simply inconceivable!” 

This Xun Ze was the Heaven’s Destiny Trading Company’s head alchemist, and also the Heaven’s Destiny 

Trading Company’s one and only high-rank Alchemy Emperor! 

And the medicinal pills he was researching were precisely the medicinal pills sent over from the far-away 

White Valiant Region, Crimson Afterglow Holy Land’s Heaven’s Destiny Trading Company’s branch, and 

also the few types of medicinal pills Ye Yuan newly rolled out. 

Actually, after these medicinal pills were sent to the Heaven’s Destiny Trading Company’s headquarters, 

there was already a batch of Alchemy Emperor powerhouses who attempted to deconstruct them 

before. It was just that the final outcome was apparent. 

The Heaven’s Destiny Trading Company saw a business opportunity from these medicinal pills and were 

naturally unresigned to fail just like this. Hence, they let the White Valiant Region sent some medicinal 

pills over again and let the head alchemist, Master Xun Ze, attempt decomposition. 

Except, the final result was still a failure! 

These medicinal pills were actually all improved by Ye Yuan in his early days in order to research 

medicinal theory. It was just that Ye Yuan did not let them surface in the world. 

In his previous life, Ji Qingyun was incredibly haughty and held these sort of improved-versions of Tier 5 

medicinal pills in contempt. 

What could truly move Ji Qingyun was probably also just some seldom-seen Tier 9 medicinal pills. 



It was also fortunate that Ye Yuan did not make these medicinal pills known to the public in his previous 

life. Or else, he would really not dare to anyhow take them out to sell. 

He, First Elder, clearly knew the business too. Hearing this, he said rather surprisedly, “The medicinal 

theory ... actually doesn’t make sense?” 

Xun Ze nodded and said, “Not just doesn’t make sense, it’s simply full of shit! These few kinds of 

medicinal herbs grouped together, logically speaking, even if given to an Alchemy God to refine, it 

should also be invalid pills! Really don’t know what this alchemist did, to actually be able to turn the 

rotten into something magical! First Elder, these medicinal pills ... just who refined them?” 

“Ssss ... Then that’s really freaky! I’ve already asked the White Valiant Region branch before. These 

medicinal pills were only refined by a Divine Traversing Realm boy who just ascended!” When First Elder 

said this, even he himself did not quite dare to believe it. 

Xun Ze grabbed hold of First Elder’s clothes when he heard that and cried out in shock, “What did you 

say? Divine Traversing Realm? Alchemy Sovereign? This ... You aren’t joking with me, right?” 

Xun Ze’s startled cry, even his voice changed pitch. The shock in his heart could be imagined. 

A peak alchemist like Xun Ze would never concern himself with the affairs of the world. 

When First Elder brought the medicinal pills for him to deconstruct, even though he was rather 

disapproving in his heart, he still did it. 

Let alone that there were already many Alchemy Emperors who could not deconstruct them before this. 

Therefore, he did not ask about these medicinal pills’ origins at all. 

Now, when he heard that it was refined by an Alchemy Sovereign, his first reaction was that ... it was 

impossible! 

First Elder smiled bitterly and said, “Younger Brother Xun Ze, do you feel that I have much spare time to 

crack this kind of joke with you? Actually, the first time I heard this news, I totally did not believe it too. 

But only after inquiring repeatedly did I confirm that this was indeed true! But I heard that there is still a 

master behind this boy. It’s just that this expert has never shown face before. That side is guessing 

whether or not this so-called expert doesn’t exist at all!” 

Xun Ze sucked in a cold breath, his gaze becoming astonished. “First Elder, actually, after I failed earlier, I 

associated it with someone! If there is really anyone who’s able to reach this level in this world ... then 

there can only be him! But the problem is, that person is long dead already! Could it be that ... this 

junior obtained the legacy of an Alchemy God in the Lower Realms?” 

The moment the words came out, even Xun Ze himself shook his head and denied it, saying, “How is 

that possible? It’s too preposterous!” 

First Elder’s heart was stirred, and he asked, “Could whom you’re talking about earlier be ...” 

Xun Ze nodded his head, with a close to idolizing expression, as he said one by one, “That’s right, it’s Ji 

Qingyun!” 



Pausing for a moment, Xun Ze added on, “Ji Qingyun is absolutely the number one alchemy genius in 

these tens of thousands of years! His understanding towards alchemy is poles apart from us, these so-

called Alchemy Emperors! It’s precisely because so that he would frequently refine out some 

unimaginably queer medicinal pills! If not for this shackle being unbreakable, him becoming an Alchemy 

God was something sooner or later! Sigh ... alas, a genius of his generation actually perished just like 

this.” 
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Chapter 765: Long Time No See, Have You Been Well? 

First Elder and Xun Ze discussed about Ji Qingyun, both lamenting greatly, especially Xun Ze. 

Xun Ze, as a high-rank Alchemy Emperor, was already standing at the apex of the alchemist food chain. 

But even he actually had exceedingly idolizing mentality toward Ji Qingyun. 

“Speaking of which, ever since after the Ji Family father and son perished, not only did this Medicine 

King Hall not decline, it became even more powerful instead! It’s just that this Medicine King Hall is 

becoming increasingly mysterious. Originally, our Heaven’s Destiny Trading Company still had some 

collaborations with them. But now, it’s all suspended,” First Elder said. 

When the Medicine King Hall was at its pinnacle period, it was the target various Divine Realm peak 

trading companies fell over each other to cooperate with. At one point, it even overshadowed the 

Alchemist Association. 

Except, the past was already gone with the wind. 

The present Medicine King Hall was also no longer that Medicine King Hall in the past. 

Xun Ze heaved a sigh and said, “Ji Qingyun’s death was a sort of retrogression to the alchemy path! If he 

didn’t die, the entire alchemy world would have had a revolutionary transformation take place before 

long! If it was like that, it might also be another beginning for the Divine Realm! A shame, such a 

shame!” 

“But to say that the boy who refined these few kinds of medicinal pills have any relation with Ji Qingyun, 

that’s also too far-fetched. The way I see it, he should have gotten some ancient alchemist’s inheritance, 

that’s how he knew how to refine these few medicinal pills,” First Elder said. 

Xun Ze nodded and said, “Should be this case! But I suggest for the trading firm to pay more attention to 

this boy. If there’s a possibility, letting him join the trading company is for the best. His future 

accomplishments will surely be above mine!” 

First Elder said, “I naturally know that! These medicinal pills ...” 

“Leave them. Later, I’ll invite some fellow alchemists to research these medicinal pills together.” Xun Ze 

said. 

... 

In the Great Xiang Region, there were two Rank One Holy Lands: Bright Moon City and Vastsun City. 
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Bright Moon City was renowned throughout the Divine Realm because of the Moonlight Heavenly Eye, 

while Vastsun City became a household name with the Vastsun Flameheart Pupil. 

Two mighty Rank One Holy Lands were respectively controlled by the two great Yue and Zhou families. 

No one was able to shake them. 

But at this time, Bright Moon City’s Yue Family welcomed an esteemed guest. This person was the 

Alchemist Association’s vice-chairman, Lord Quan Xingzi! 

Even Yue Mengli did not expect it either, that the Zhou Family actually able to invite Quan Xingzi over. 

Except, after giving Yue Mengli a round of diagnosis, Quan Xingzi’s brows knitted together and 

repeatedly lamented, “How strange! How strange!” 

Zhou Yan carefully asked at the side, “Lord Chairman, what strange aspects ... does Li-er’s illness have?” 

Quan Xingzi was invited by the Zhou Family. Hence, Zhou Yan naturally had to accompany her by the 

side. Curing Yue Mengli would be his, Zhou Yan’s, meritorious deed. Yue Mengli would not be able to 

find any more reason to object to this marriage. 

Quan Xingzi said, “I did a round of examination just now and discovered that apart from possessing the 

Moonlight Heavenly Eye Physique, Li-er actually still has another extremely rare spirit physique!” 

The moment these words came out, Zhou Yan’s expression became stiff, and his heart palpitated. 

“Lord Chairman, logically speaking, having two kinds of spirit physiques should be a good thing, why ...” 

Zhou Yan cried out in his heart: must not be that whatever Innate Battle Soul Physique! 

Yet, reality was this cruel. Quan Xingzi said, “If it were an ordinary spirit physique, it would naturally be a 

good thing. But this Innate Battle Soul Physique is different! In the Divine Realm’s records, the Innate 

Battle Soul Physique merely appeared a few scanty times. This kind of spirit physique requires the spirit 

and flesh to merge into one but clashes with the Moonlight Heavenly Eye Physique. Two kinds of spirit 

physiques preying on the divine soul, resulting in Li-er’s present ailment.” 

With every word Quan Xingzi said, Zhou Yan’s face became a shade darker. 

His diagnosis was actually exactly the same as that punk’s! Really seeing ghosts! 

When Li-er heard these words, she could not resist smiling at Ye Qing. 

Ye Yuan was indeed formidable. In terms of alchemy standards, he was absolutely not beneath this Lord 

Quan Xingzi! 

However, Ye Yuan said that he was able to treat the conflicting agony of her spirit physiques. This Quan 

Xingzi ... probably could not do it, right? 

“Lord Chairman, then Li-er’s illness ...” Zhou Yan’s eyes carried some hope. He prayed inwardly for Quan 

Xingzi to be able to cure it. 

That way, he could kill that brat without any qualms! 



These few days, Zhou Yan had been pestering Yue Mengli every day. But how could he not feel that Yue 

Mengli’s heart was all tied up in that detestable brat’s hands! 

With the passing of time, the jealousy in his heart grew increasingly thicker. 

Quan Xingzi heaved a sigh and said, “Divine soul ailments are the most dangerous. Furthermore, spirit 

physiques are born from heaven and earth, and there’s completely no way of using medicinal strength 

to change it. Unless the heaven can take back one of her spirit physiques, otherwise, it’s incurable!” 

Zhou Yan’s expression changed, and he said unresignedly, “Lord Chairman’s alchemy cultivation is 

exceedingly high. Could it be that even you are helpless too?” 

Quan Xingzi said helplessly, “No matter how strong one’s Alchemy Path cultivation is, it’s also not 

omnipotent. There are always terminal illnesses that can’t be treated. Sigh, these two types of spirit 

physiques, any one of them would be exceptionally formidable. But gathering onto one body, it’s true 

fate making a mockery out of people! Li-er must not utilize soul force in the future. Or else, the 

consequences would be too ghastly to imagine.” 

As he said, he looked at the Ye Qing by the side, his expression easing up slightly as he said, “Azure Spirit 

Trees are exceedingly rare. I believe that your father expended a considerable price in order to obtain 

him, right? It’s just that even with the Azure Spirit Heart Fusing Fluid, it can only treat the symptoms and 

not the root.” 

Zhou Yan’s expression suddenly changed, and he asked Quan Xingzi, “Lord Chairman, if even you can’t 

cure this illness of Li-er’s too, is there still anyone who can treat it in this world? Chairman Jing he ...” 

The Chairman Jing from Zhou Yan’s mouth was precisely the Divine Realm’s Alchemy Path’s pinnacle 

existence, the Alchemist Association’s chairman, Jing Fengtian! 

Quan Xingzi shook his head and said, “As far as I know, Chairman Jing probably won’t cut it either! 

Moreover, even if he’s able to, it’s likely very hard for Li-er to be able to wait for him to take action as 

well.” 

Zhou Yan suddenly said with Yue Mengli with a cold smile, “Li-er, did you hear that?! Even Chairman Jing 

can’t. Could it be that you think a lower realm’s aboriginal can cure your terminal illness?” 

Yue Mengli cracked a smile and said, “Since even Chairman Jing can do nothing to help, then why not let 

him give it a try?” 

“You! I think that you’re thinking about that aboriginal in your heart, right?!” Zhou Yan said furiously. 

“So what if yes?” Yue Mengli said neither obsequiously nor haughtily. 

“You!” Zhou Yan’s entire person was about stomp off in a rage. 

“Li-er! Honorable Nephew did not stint to invite Lord Quan Xingzi here to diagnose your pulse with the 

best of intentions. What’s with your attitude?!” said a dignified middle-aged man by the side. 

This middle-aged man was precisely the lord of Bright Moon City, Yue Nantian! 



Previously, he did not speak the whole time. At this time, he finally could not refrain from opening his 

mouth. 

“Aboriginal? Huhu, pardon this old man for speaking bluntly, but how can a lower realm’s aboriginal 

possibly treat such a terminal illness?” Quan Xingzi suddenly said with a laugh. 

When Zhou Yan heard these words, his spirit was immediately greatly excited. Like putting on a display 

of power, he said to Yue Mengli, “Li-er, did you hear that or not?” 

Yue Mengli gave him a disdainful glance and said with a cold smile, “Looks like Zhou Yan very much 

hopes for me to let go of this world!” 

Zhou Yan’s expression turned stiff, and he hurriedly said, “I ... I didn’t mean that!” 

In the end, it ended on a sour note. After everyone left, Yue Mengli’s face appeared slightly haggard as 

she muttered under her breath, “In a blink, it’s already over a year. It’s been a long time. I wonder if 

have you been well?” 
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Initially she thought that the longing for Ye Yuan was just because he was very similar to that person. 

But after Yue Mengli returned to the Divine Realm, she discovered that Ye Yuan’s figure kept on 

lingering in her mind and not leave. 

The present Yue Mengli had deep yearning written all over her face. 

“According to Ye Yuan’s cultivation speed, he has probably already ascended to the Divine Realm now, 

right?” Ye Qing suddenly said. 

Yue Mengli nodded her head, but she said worriedly, “What I’m worried about is also precisely this! 

Zhou Yan planted a Vastsun Flameheart Pupil imprint on Ye Yuan’s body. If he’s really bent on dealing 

with Ye Yuan, with his present strength, he’s definitely not a match!” 

But Ye Qing smiled and said, “I don’t know about other people, but Ye Yuan that boy is very abnormal! A 

measly little imprint presumably won’t have much effect on him at all.” 

Yue Mengli’s eyes lit up, and she said, “Really?” 

Ye Qing nodded and said, “When have you see that boy suffer a loss before? Moreover, if Ye Yuan is 

really that person you suspect, how would he place a puny little Zhou Yan in his sights? Rest assured, 

wait until that boy shows up in front of you once more, he’ll definitely trample Zhou Yan underfoot!” 

These few days, Ye Qing had been following Yue Mengli constantly and also knew quite a bit of secret 

concerning Ye Yuan, including Yue Mengli’s suspicions about Ye Yuan. 

Yue Mengli said half-disbelievingly, “Really?” 

“If you don’t believe me, you just wait and see!” Ye Qing said with a smile. 
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At the same time, Zhou Yan was currently in a towering rage. “This damn aboriginal! To actually wipe 

away this young master’s Vastsun Flameheart Pupil imprint! Damn it! Damn it! This Young Master 

doesn’t believe that a puny little aboriginal can really cure Li-er’s illness! Zhou Yu, according to the 

coordinates, that aboriginal who ascended from the Endless World should be in the south-west few 

regions! You send people over right now! You must find that punk for me!” 

“Yes, Young Master!” A guard-looking middle-aged man acknowledged. 

When Zhou Yan entered the Endless World back then, it was through the coordinates given by that 

black-robed man, directly shattering the plane and going down. As for where Endless World martial 

artists were able to ascend to, he did not know either. 

There were more than hundreds of millions of small worlds in the Lower Realms. Wanting to check the 

corresponding region for each small world’s ascenders, that was virtually something impossible. 

Zhou Yan could only roughly ascertain the region Ye Yuan ascended to through coordinates. 

Back then, Zhou Yan leaving an imprint on Ye Yuan’s body was in order to find Ye Yuan easier. 

But who knew that before Ye Yuan ascended, he wiped away the Vastsun Flameheart Pupil imprint. 

Today, Zhou Yan deliberately went to sense the imprint he left behind but discovered that there was no 

response at all. Only then did he realise that the imprint was already erased by Ye Yuan unknowingly. 

How could Zhou Yan know that in the previous life, Ji Qingyun had some friendship with both the Zhou 

and Yue families? He was even very familiar with the Vastsun Flameheart Pupil’s method. 

With Ye Yuan’s means, wanting to erase the imprint without making it known to gods nor ghosts, it was 

too easy. 

... 

At present, over half a month’s time had already passed since Ye Yuan and the others came out from Xie 

Lingzi’s grotto. 

In this half a month’s time, the entire Ancient Opulence City appeared very peaceful. 

Not long after Ying Tianya came back, he brought Xu Yan’s remains back to the holy land. 

He Shuming also chose to enter terminal seclusion straight away and no longer appeared in public 

either. 

Ye Yuan and Jun Tianyu similarly chose to enter closed-seclusion. Jun Tianyu’s losses in the Starmist 

Radiantfire Formation was not small either, and he had no choice but to enter a retreat to consolidate 

his cultivation realm. 

Ye Yuan’s divine soul likewise had considerable losses. In this half a month’s time, Ye Yuan also 

expended quite a few medicinal pills before fully restoring his divine soul. 

Since leaving Ancient Opulence City until Ye Yuan exited seclusion, in-between this had roughly two 

month’s time elapsed. But during this period of time, there was a backlog of a large number of Tier 6 

medicinal pill orders. 



Ye Yuan had refined a batch of Tier 6 medicinal pills before leaving. The final outcome was naturally the 

same as what he said: the vast majority were superior-grade medicinal pills. 

With this, the Fragrant Medicine Pavilion’s reputation had a superb start in Ancient Opulence City. 

The Boundless Realm martial artists in Ancient Opulence City practically almost trampled the Fragrant 

Medicine Pavilion’s doorsill flat. Every day, there were large numbers of Tier 6 medicinal pill orders. 

But Ye Yuan was not around. Qian-er and Li Huisheng looked at this large batch of orders but were at a 

loss on what to do. 

They did not dare to make this sort of guarantee that the Tier 6 medicinal pills given to everybody would 

all be superior-grade. 

Li Huisheng even came up with a rotten idea during this, wanting to let the Meteor Trading Company’s 

Alchemy Ancestor powerhouse come and refine, but this was flatly rejected by Qian-er. 

This kind of thing like public praise must not be ruined! 

With no other choice, Qian-er could only push all of these orders back and wait for Ye Yuan to return. 

How could Qian-er have expected that Ye Yuan actually entered a retreat immediately after coming 

back? Moreover, this retreat was half a month’s time. 

This kind of martial artists who put down an order immediately, most of them needed the medicinal pills 

urgently. 

Backlogging two month’s of orders all at once, how could these martial artists not be anxious? 

Especially these few days, those martial artists wished that they could tear down the Fragrant Medicine 

Pavilion’s signboard! 

Qian-er was anxious until she was pacing around in circles at Ye Yuan’s seclusion venue. No idea how 

long had passed either, she finally caught sight of Ye Yuan exiting seclusion! 

“My lord and master, you finally exited seclusion! If you still don’t exit seclusion, the Fragrant Medicine 

Pavilion will really have to wind up for good!” Qian-er carried a resentful tone as she grumbled. 

Qian-er actually carried some spoiled-overtones when she said these words, making people unable to 

get angry. 

Ye Yuan smiled when he heard that and said, “If it goes out of business, just open again will do. The sky 

won’t fall! Talk about it, what did you run into?” 

Qian-er said anxiously, “You! Why do you not have any score in your heart at all? The fire is already 

burning up to the eyebrows, and you’re actually not nervous at all!” 

Qian-er said the predicament the Fragrant Medicine Pavilion faced for Ye Yuan to hear. Initially, she 

thought that Ye Yuan would be burning with anxiety. But who knew that he just smiled faintly and said, 

“I was wondering how big a matter it was. Isn’t it just some Tier 6 medicinal pills? Give the orders all to 

me. Latest by two day’s time, I’ll hand the medicinal pills all to your hands!” 



Qian-er stared with wide eyes and said, “T-Two days? You aren’t joking with me? I have hundreds of Tier 

6 medicinal pill orders on hand. That expert behind you can actually refine finish in two days?” 

Actually, Qian-er had surmises long ago. What expert behind? Utter nonsense! 

This person who refined the Tier 6 medicinal pills was definitely Ye Yuan himself! 

It was just that some words, it was not appropriate for Qian-er to say explicitly. Qian-er was a clever 

person. She knew that once some words were said, their collaboration with Ye Yuan would come to an 

end here. 

Actually, when Qian-er heard Ye Yuan make that sort of promise back then, she jumped in fright too. 

It was just that hearing Ye Yuan said that there was a master behind afterwards did Qian-er set her mind 

at ease a little. 

Yet, Ye Yuan and she, they had been very close. She had never seen before whatever so-called expert. 

Therefore, she boldly guessed that the one who refined the medicinal pills was Ye Yuan himself! 

At that time, she gave herself a great fright too, feeling that this kind of result was too fantastical. How 

could an Alchemy Sovereign Realm alchemist possibly refine Tier 6 medicinal pills? 

It was fine if refining Tier 6 medicinal pills. But they were even all superior-grade and above medicinal 

pills! This was too outrageous! 
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Qian-er did not tell anyone the result of her guesses, including the Meteor Trading Company’s people. 

It was because she saw a huge business opportunity on Ye Yuan! 

Ye Yuan using an excuse that there was an expert assisting behind was because right now, he did not 

wish for others to know that he could refine Tier 6 medicinal pills. 

If she divulged this information, once Ye Yuan knew about it, he would surely fall out with her. 

The so-called cooperation would also come to an end here. 

But Qian-er was not a short-sighted person. Ye Yuan’s alchemy talent was too heaven-defying. If they 

made friends with him well, wouldn’t the Meteor Trading Company soar to the heavens in the future? 

Once such a character grew up, they would surely astonish the entire Divine Realm in the future! 

It was easy to add flowers to embroidery but tough to deliver charcoal in the snow. 

Ye Yuan was rising up from a nobody right now. It was precisely the time he needed support. Therefore, 

Qian-er decided to build good relations with Ye Yuan at any cost! 

It was just that even so, when she heard that Ye Yuan only needed two days to finish refining all of the 

several hundred Tier 6 medicinal pills, it shocked her until her jaws were wide open. 
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These several hundred Tier 6 medicinal pills, even if given to He Shuming to refine, it would probably 

take half a month, even a month’s time too. 

But Ye Yuan this puny little Alchemy Sovereign actually only needed two days? 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “That person’s strength is not what you can imagine. These medicinal pills are not 

worth mentioning at all in his eyes. Later, you let them send the medicinal herbs and orders all to my 

residence. Two days later, you’ll naturally have an answer that satisfies you.” 

Ye Yuan had said all these, but then he seemed to have thought of something again and said, “Oh, right, 

these Tier 6 medicinal pill orders, got to restrict them a little in the future. Otherwise, there will be no 

end to it. Uh ... If there are martial artists whose medicinal pills are used for saving lives, they can cut the 

line or something.” 

“This ... Alright then. Oh yes, there’s still something. The Heaven’s Destiny Trading Company’s Chairman, 

Zuo Xin, has already come to the Fragrant Medicine Pavilion to find you many times. I’ve already told 

him that you’re in closed-seclusion. But he still comes over every day. I reckon that he should arrive 

around this time?” Qian-er said. 

Ye Yuan was slightly surprised as he said, “Oh? Looks like they almost can’t take it anymore!” 

Talking about this, Qian-er said with a smug smile, “That goes without saying! These two month, our 

Meteor Trading Company launched an attack all-round and already beat their Heaven’s Destiny Trading 

Company until they don’t have the strength to retaliate at all! Now, in the Ancient Opulence City, our 

Meteor Trading Company has already leaped to first place as the number one major trading firm, while 

the market their Heaven’s Destiny Trading Company is occupying now is only less than 30%.” 

Ye Yuan came back hastily and entered a retreat very hastily. He really did not pay attention to the 

Fragrant Medicine Pavilion’s current operation situation. 

Now, hearing Qian-er say so, he was very surprised. 

That Zuo Xin could lead the Heaven’s Destiny Trading Company to firmly occupy the position of number 

one major trading firm in the Ancient Opulence City, he absolutely had some skill. 

Furthermore, the Heaven’s Destiny Trading Company was deeply rooted in the Ancient Opulence City. 

Their relationships were deeply-entwined together into an intricate mess. It was very hard others to go 

against them. 

Even though Ye Yuan was very confident in his own medicinal pills, he also did not think that the 

Fragrant Medicine Pavilion could utterly beat down the Heaven’s Destiny Trading Company within a 

year. 

He did not expect that Qian-er only used two month to squeeze the Heaven’s Destiny Trading Company 

dry until they were only left with less than 30% of the market. 

This result involuntarily made Ye Yuan view Qian-er in a different light. 

In Ye Yuan’s impression, Qian-er did not have much capability at all, seeing that she was unable to deal 

with the situation after being so long in Ancient Opulence City. She should have belonged to the flower-

vase type. 1 



Furthermore, this lass did not have any foresight at all. The last time, she did not look at his medicinal 

pills at all and was going to drive people out. 

If not on account of their chairman’s face, Ye Yuan would probably not even be bothered to work 

together with the Meteor Trading Company. 

Sensing Ye Yuan’s gaze, Qian-er could not help turning angry from embarrassment and saying, “What’s 

the meaning of your eyes? If you don’t believe me, you can go and take a look at these two months’ 

accounts!” 

But Ye Yuan shook his head and said with a smile, “No need. I believe what you say.” 

“Then what do you mean?” 

Ye Yuan withdrew his gaze and said smilingly, “Looks like I underestimated you. I didn’t expect that a 

young lady like you actually has such means. Makes me rather surprised.” 

Qian-er smiled smugly when she heard that and said, “This young lady has plenty of means! In the past, 

it’s just a clever housewife who can’t cook a meal without rice! Borrowing this surge of eastern winds 2 , 

wouldn’t I utterly destroy Zuo Xin that old punk? If not for the headquarters not agreeing to send an 

Alchemy Ancestor powerhouse over here, our Meteor Trading Company would long have been the 

Ancient Opulence City’s number one trading company! Speaking of which, the one who rendered the 

greatest meritorious service this time is still you. Even if I had any more methods, it’s impossible to bring 

down the Heaven’s Destiny Trading Company too!” 

Ye Yuan said smilingly, “It’s for the sake of my own cultivation too. You don’t have to overthink it. But 

we already know each other for so long, and I only know that you’re called Qian-er. I don’t even know 

your surname and have never seen your real appearance before either. Isn’t this cooperation of ours ... 

falling short of reality?” 

Qian-er was stunned and did not expect that Ye Yuan would suddenly pose such a question. Hesitating 

for a bit, she still unveiled her own face-veil. 

“I’m called Zhao Qian. Now, does it live up to the true sense of the term?” Zhao Qian said with a slight 

smile. 

Seeing Zhao Qian’s beauty that transcended the secular, Ye Yuan’s eyes involuntarily lit up as he praised, 

“Miss Qian-er has such stunning looks. Wouldn’t doing business yield twice the results with half the 

effort? But why do you cover your face with a veil?” 

One had to acknowledge that Zhao Qian was absolutely that sort of beauty that was hard to come by. In 

Ye Yuan’s view, it was at least somewhat on par with Xiao Ruyan. 

But Zhao Qian’s face turned cold, and she put the face-veil back on and said with a cold snort, “Knew 

that you stinking men are all like this! Humph! I, Zhao Qian, do things based on my own ability. How can 

I parade my looks!” 

Finished talking, Zhao Qian turned right around and left. 



Ye Yuan looked at Zhao Qian’s departing back view and could not help being slightly absent-minded as 

he said, “Zhao Qian huh? I wonder what relationship she has with Zhao Xingchen. This forehead looks 

rather similar!” 

... 

At the Fragrant Medicine Pavilion, inside a hidden chamber, Zuo Xin gave Ye Yuan a bow and said, “A 

genius alchemist like Master Ye, this Zuo should have come to pay respects long ago. But there are too 

many matters to attend to, and I keep being too busy to get away. A sin, a sin.” 

Ye Yuan said with a smile, “Chairman Zuo is too kind. Your Heaven’s Destiny Trading Company has 

Alchemy Saint He holding down the fort. How could you think much of me, this junior?” 

Zuo Xin hurriedly said, “Dare not, dare not. He Shuming offended Master Ye. That was all his own idea. 

This person is very narrow-minded and envious of those better and more able than him. It’s just that this 

Zuo’s status is lowly. I urged bitterly many times, but he would not stop. Sigh! Fortunately, he brought 

trouble onto himself and was already called back by the Heaven’s Destiny Trading Company’s Crimson 

Afterglow branch. Only then did this Zuo able to find this opportunity to come and offer an apology to 

Master Ye on his behalf.” 

When Ye Yuan heard this, he said in surprise, “He Shuming was transferred away?” 

Zuo Xin nodded and said, “Yes! Our Heaven’s Destiny Trading Company regards young genius alchemists 

very highly. But He Shuming he beat down Master Ye by capitalizing on his status. After the branch knew 

this incident, they were greatly enraged. Not only did they call him back, they even fined him 10 years 

salary.” 

Ye Yuan’s eyes narrowed slightly. He didn’t expect that He Shuming actually came to such an end. 

Zuo Xin’s mouthful of nonsense, how could he not tell? 

It was just that people already brought out the sincerity of their apology. Ye Yuan could not very well 

expose it. 
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This Zuo Xin was sly and cunning, pushing all of the blame onto He Shuming, stripping himself clean. 

But Ye Yuan reckoned that the matter of He Shuming getting punished presumably should be true. 

He had the Meteor Trading Company supporting from behind. This kind of thing, he just had to inquire 

about it a little, and he would know whether it was genuine or a sham. 

Looks like the Heaven’s Destiny Trading Company was planning on reconciling with him. 

But business was akin to a battlefield. Ye Yuan would not give the other party an opportunity that could 

be exploited to their advantage because the other party yielded. 

Even if Ye Yuan was willing, it may be assumed that Zhao Qian definitely would not be willing too. 

“Stop beating around the bush. Talk about your intentions for coming,” Ye Yuan said coolly. 
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Zuo Xin was not embarrassed at all, fishing out a token and handed it over to Ye Yuan, saying, “Master 

Ye, this is my Heaven’s Destiny Trading Company’s gold-level identity token. People in possession of this 

type of token ...” 

“People who possess this type of token can enjoy a 40% discount at all Heaven’s Destiny Trading 

Company branches. Moreover, it’s equal to an 8-star elder rank ...” Ye Yuan interrupted Zuo Xin’s words 

immediately, saying out this gold token’s functions in detail. 

Zuo Xin said in surprise, “Master Ye is actually so familiar with my Heaven’s Destiny Trading Company’s 

matters! In the entire Crimson Afterglow Holy Land, there’s only one person possessing this gold-level 

identity token, that is the Crimson Afterglow Holy Land’s Lord! Didn’t expect that Master Ye actually 

knows so much in detail about this token.” 

Truthfully speaking, the headquarters actually sending people to deliver this gold-level identity token 

made Zuo Xin extremely surprised. 

One had to know that people possessing this gold token were basically all holy land heavyweight-class 

figures. The lowest, lowest, were also Dao Profound Realm powerhouses! 

Now, headquarters actually gave a gold token to a Divine Traversing Realm boy. This kind of thing, it was 

still his first time hearing about it! 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Did you guys deconstruct the medicinal pills newly rolled out by the Fragrant 

Medicine Pavilion or not?” 

Zuo Xin’s heart pounded when he heard that. He did not think that Ye Yuan would actually have such a 

query. He actually did not know how to word it for a moment. 

It was still Zuo Xin’s first time meeting Ye Yuan. Even though he knew that Ye Yuan’s alchemy path 

strength was very formidable, he did not think that he was actually so astute! 

He only took out a gold token, and Ye Yuan actually guessed the matter of deconstructing the medicinal 

pills. How fast a reaction did this require?! 

Seeing Zuo Xin faltering and unable to speak, Ye Yuan continued, “Looks like your headquarters’ 

alchemists failed the deconstruction. Otherwise, you wouldn’t take this out. Uh ... This gold token is 

indeed very sincere. But do you plan on using one gold token to dissolve my collaboration with the 

Meteor Trading Company?” 

At this time, Zuo Xin came back to his senses too. Shaking his head, he said, “This Zuo doesn’t have this 

intention. This gold token doesn’t have just those functions Master Ye said. In it still has my Ancient 

Opulence City Heaven’s Destiny Trading Company’s 30% performance shares. And we only have one 

request, which is that we hope Master Ye also supplies these kind of medicinal pills to our Heaven’s 

Destiny Trading Company. Let us and the Meteor Trading Company sell these few types of pills at the 

same time.” 

A gold token adding on 30% performance shares just to exchange for the selling rights of a few types of 

medicinal pills. This deal could be said to a certain profit and no losses. 

To Ye Yuan, it was 100% sincere. 



Ye Yuan was deeply aware of this. But after he thought about it for a bit, he returned the gold token to 

Zuo Xin and said, “Apologies, I can’t agree to you.” 

Zuo Xin could not help losing heart as he said, “This ... Could it be that our Heaven’s Destiny Trading 

Company’s sincerity is still not sufficient?” 

Ye Yuan said smilingly, “Sincerity ... is enough. But I, Ye Yuan, am not you merchants. I have my 

principles. Since I’ve already agreed to collaborate with the Meteor Trading Company, no matter how 

high your price is, it’s no use too.” 

... 

Zuo Xin left, but the gold token was left behind. 

This gold token was a death-sworn mission issued by upstairs, making him be sure to give to Ye Yuan. 

If Ye Yuan did not accept, he could forget about being this chairman already. 

Finally, Ye Yuan still accepted the gold token. 

He did not mind taking a bit of advantage. As long as it did not go against his principles, it was fine. 

Ye Yuan knew that the resources he required for cultivation in the future would be too much. Moreover, 

the price would become increasingly expensive. Right now, this Fragrant Medicine Pavilion could not 

support his cultivation for too long. 

Wait until his cultivation realm got higher and higher, the earth essence crystals earned by the Fragrant 

Medicine Pavilion would fail to meet the expenditure. 

Using this gold token could have a 40% discount when buying things. Only a moron would refuse. 

After Zuo Xin left, Zhao Qian asked Ye Yuan what he came here for. But Ye Yuan smiled and did not 

speak, leaving immediately, angering Zhao Qian until she stomped her foot at the back. 

Two days later, Jun Tianyu exited seclusion. Not only did he recover to his peak condition, he even 

achieved a breakthrough in cultivation realm, reaching Third Level Heaven Enlightenment in one go! 

Of course, this was Ye Yuan getting Zhao Qian to bring over some Tier 7 medicinal pills. That was how 

Jun Tianyu could recover his strength in such a short time and obtain a breakthrough. 

These medicinal pills were all very valuable things. It was very hard for Jun Tianyu to get them too. But 

Ye Yuan just casually asked and got it. 

Right now, Zhao Qian obeyed Ye Yuan’s every word. Some Tier 7 medicinal pills was also not a big deal 

to the Meteor Trading Company. 

But through this matter, Ye Yuan suspected even more that this Zhao Qian’s identity was not simple. 

Because of the medicinal pills he wanted, it was likely not that easy to get even for 6-star managers. 

“Congratulations to Brother Jun for breaking through!” Ye Yuan said with a smile. 



Previously, Jun Tianyu had been protecting Ye Yuan’s safety along the way like a bodyguard, and he 

nearly even lost his life. This made Ye Yuan rather apologetic. 

No matter what, this favor was owed. Therefore, seeing Jun Tianyu having a breakthrough, Ye Yuan was 

very happy too. 

“Haha, isn’t this still all thanks to those medicinal pills you got!” Jun Tianyu was clearly very happy too, 

saying with a big laugh. 

These few years, he neglected cultivation. His cultivation realm progression had always been very slow. 

Now, encountering Ye Yuan, not only did he cure his wife, he even obtained breakthroughs in both 

concepts and cultivation realm. How could he not be happy? 

“Tch, the medicinal pills were procured by me. What are you thanking him for?” Zhao Qian said 

unhappily. 

Ever since that day, even though Zhao Qian would not defy Ye Yuan’s words, she took a liking to bicker 

with Ye Yuan. She had never given Ye Yuan any good attitude before. 

Jun Tianyu was very magnanimous and said with a chuckle, “Huhu, Miss Qian-er naturally have to be 

thanked!” 

“That’s more like it!” Zhao Qian extended her elegant hand towards Ye Yuan and said, “The medicinal 

pills you promised me?” 

Ye Yuan smiled slightly. Reaching his hand out and flicking it, several hundred medicinal bottles 

appeared in front of Zhao Qian. 

On every medicinal bottle indicated the name of the medicinal pill. They were shockingly all Tier 6 

medicinal pills! 

“You do a check,” Ye Yuan said. 

A glimmer of shock flickered across Zhao Qian’s eyes, but she said verbally, “No need!” 

As she said this, she put away these medicinal pills immediately. 

Right at this time, a sonorous voice sounded out outside the door, coming over from far away, “Ye Yuan, 

where are you?! Quickly come out for me!” 

Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed and he said, “Pei Wenqiang? What’s he here for?” 

Zhao Qian suddenly opened her mouth and said, “Forgot to tell you guys. City Lord Ying won’t be back 

for the time being. The higher-ups have already appointed a new acting city lord. His name is Pei 

Wenqiang.” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 769: Crimson Afterglow Valley 

Zhao Qian’s words made Ye Yuan and Jun Tianyu both stunned. 

Without waiting for them to react to it, Pei Wenqiang already barged inside hastily. 
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“Ye Yuan, this City Lord came to grace you with his grand presence, and you actually dare to not go out 

and welcome!” Pei Wenqiang said gloatingly. 

Ye Yuan said with a black face, “It’s clearly you who forcefully barged inside yourself. Is there still 

reason?” 

Jun Tianyu said coolly, “Ye Yuan, want to sweep him out or not?” 

Pei Wenqiang’s expression choked up and suddenly discovered that Jun Tianyu actually broke through 

to Third Level Heaven Enlightenment already, and already caught up to him on cultivation realm. 

But in terms of concepts comprehension, he could not catch up to Jun Tianyu even by whipping his 

horse. Jun Tianyu wanting to sweep him out of the door was probably just a simple matter too. 

“Hey, I’m warning you guys! I’m the Ancient Opulence City’s City Lord for now! If you all dare to touch 

me, bear the consequences yourself!” This time, it was Pei Wenqiang’s turn to pull a black face. 

Ye Yuan waved his hand and said impatiently, “Alright, stop flaunting your City Lord’s power and 

prestige! You be the City Lord, I’ll run my Fragrant Medicine Pavilion. Let’s stay in our own lanes and 

mind our own businesses! Speak, what did you come to find me for?” 

Pei Wenqiang was pissed the moment he heard that. “Heh, what high-sounding sentiments! Your shop is 

opened in my territory! To actually dare have such an attitude towards me! Do you believe that I’ll make 

you close down shop for good or not?!” 

Talking until here, Pei Wenqiang seemed to be even more pleased with himself as he thought and said, 

“It’s decided. Later, I’ll make people come to impound your Fragrant Medicine Pavilion. See if you still 

dare to be so insolent towards this City Lord!” 

Ye Yuan laughed and said, “Is that so? Recently, there just happens to be another person finding me. 

Because I couldn’t bear to part with the Fragrant Medicine Pavilion, so I didn’t agree. Since you seized 

the Fragrant Medicine Pavilion, it helped me make this decision.” 

Pei Wenqiang laughed loudly and said, “Heh, found a path to retreat so quicklyhuh? I wonder who your 

next player is? You also know my big brother’s status in the Crimson Afterglow Holy Land. Whichever 

organization you go to, I’ll make them close down! I want to see who dares to take you in!” 

Ye Yuan fished out a token very helplessly and played with it a little in his hand. 

Pei Wenqiang had yet to have any reaction, but when Zhao Qian saw that token, she could not help 

being struck dumb with amazement as she said, “The Heaven’s Destiny Trading Company’s gold token! 

You ... Why would you have this kind of thing?” 

Ye Yuan shrugged his shoulders and said, “I didn’t want it. People insisted on forcefully pushing it to 

me.” 

It was indeed Zuo Xin who forcefully pushed it to Ye Yuan. In order to make Ye Yuan accept this token, 

Zuo Xin almost knelt down for him. 



Pei Wenqiang’s expression changed drastically too as he said, “This ... This is the Heaven’s Destiny 

Trading Company’s gold token! Isn’t it said that in the entire Crimson Afterglow Holy Land, only the Holy 

Lord alone has this thing?” 

Ye Yuan gave Pei Wenqiang a glance rather surprisedly and said, “Looks like I underestimated you. 

Didn’t think that you actually even know about the gold token.” 

Pei Wenqiang’s expression was ugly as he said, “I ... I heard my big brother mention it before when I 

went to the Heaven’s Destiny Trading Company’s Crimson Afterglow branch to buy things.” 

Ye Yuan was enlightened as he said, “Oh, turns out it’s like that. Oh, right, didn’t you want to seal up my 

Fragrant Medicine Pavilion? Quickly seal. What are you still waiting for?” 

“H-Haha, just now I was just cracking a joke, cracking a joke, Younger Brother Ye, you don’t take it 

seriously. Ah! Only cared about making jokes, I almost forgot that coming today was for for proper 

business.” Pei Wenqiang suddenly thought of something and hurriedly changed the topic 

What kind of joke was this? This gold token, only a holy lord would have one in the entire holy land. 

Then what possessing it signified was already understood without being told. 

Sealing up the Fragrant Medicine Pavilion? 

The Heaven’s Destiny Trading Company was a Rank One Holy Land; much more powerful than the 

Crimson Afterglow Holy Land, this sort of Rank Nine HolyLand. 1 

If Ye Yuan really went to the Heaven’s Destiny Trading Company, he could use the status this token 

represented to screw him to death effortlessly. 

Zhao Qian was absent-minded by the sides. It was also uncertain what she was thinking about. 

But Ye Yuan was somewhat curious about Pei Wenqiang’s intent for coming and asked, “What are you 

finding me for?” 

Pei Wenqiang said, “It’s like this. The Crimson Afterglow Holy Land will be organizing a Quasi-Holy Son 

selection competition a month later. Each faction subordinate to the holy land has three quotas. About 

this, when I received this news, I thought of you right away and plan on giving you a spot. How is it? 

Sincere enough, right?” 

“Quasi-Holy Son selection competition? Not interested!” Ye Yuan rolled his eyes and refused 

immediately. 

Other martial artists longed to enter the holy land very much. But Ye Yuan did not need it. 

Becoming a so-called Quasi-Holy Son was nothing more than getting the holy land’s high regard, then 

obtaining a certain amount of cultivation resources, such as cultivation methods, such as medicinal pills. 

Yet, these things, the present Ye Yuan could resolve all of it himself. Likewise, he could also settle it 

himself in the future. 

Because in the Divine Realm, the ones who lacked money the least were alchemists. 

As long as Ye Yuan was willing, he could earn truckloads of earth essence crystals. 



The establishment of the Fragrant Medicine Pavilion also proved this point. Just a short two to three 

month’s time, Ye Yuan’s current wealth already exceeded 10 million earth essence crystals. This to an 

ascender who had just ascended for merely several months was simply something unimaginable. 

Yet, Ye Yuan accomplished it! 

Carrying the title of ‘junior with the greatest hope of achieving Alchemy God’, if Ye Yuan could not even 

earn this bit of cultivation resources, that would also be too trashy. 

“Heh, you still don’t know, right? The rewards for the Quasi-Holy Son selection competition this time are 

exceptionally generous. Not only will the first place obtain a high-grade profound artifact, but he can 

also even get the chance to enter the Crimson Afterglow Valley! The Crimson Afterglow Valley! My elder 

brother, as one of the Seven Holy Sons, didn’t even get the opportunity to enter the Crimson Afterglow 

Valley before!” Pei Wenqiang was actually quite agitated as he said. 

The Crimson Afterglow Valley from Pei Wenqiang’s mouth, Ye Yuan had never heard of it before. He 

naturally did not know why he would be so agitated too. 

Rather, Jun Tianyu was quite surprised as he said, “The Crimson Afterglow Valley is the place Holy Lord 

Crimson Afterglow Holy Monarch attained the Dao. It’s said that it opens once every three hundred 

years. Each time, only three people can go in! These three names have always been selected from the 

holy land’s holy sons. Why did they actually organize such a Quasi-Holy Son selection competition this 

time? This kind of thing has never happened before in the past.” 

Even though Jun Tianyu did not enter the holy land, he was not foreign to the Crimson Afterglow Holy 

Land’s secrets. 

Pei Wenqiang said, “Who cares! As long as I can charge into the Crimson Afterglow Holy Land, no matter 

how great a price you make me pay, I’d be willing too! Sadly, my age is too old and can’t take part in the 

competition this time at all.” 

But Ye Yuan asked, “This Crimson Afterglow Valley, could it be that there is anything different?” 

Jun Tianyu nodded his head and said, “It’s said that the Crimson Afterglow Holy Land was originally a 

Rank One Holy Land, ruling more half of the White Valiant Region! It’s just that no idea why, the Crimson 

Afterglow Holy Lords became more incompetent with each passing generation later on. Today, it 

actually became a Rank Nine Holy Land. But one thing is for sure, the Crimson Afterglow Holy Land’s rise 

and decline have a very close relationship with this Crimson Afterglow Valley. Because each generation’s 

Holy Lord came out from the Crimson Afterglow Valley. This point has never changed before. The holy 

land organizing the Quasi-Holy Son selection competition this time unprecedentedly is probably for the 

sake of breaking the curse too, hoping to find the emergence of a junior disciple who can attain the Dao 

in the Crimson Afterglow Valley.” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 770: Quota 

Listening to Jun Tianyu’s words, Ye Yuan became somewhat interested in this Crimson Afterflow Valley. 

In the Divine Realm, to be able to become a Rank One Holy Land, not one was not a major force with 

deep foundations. 
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But deep foundations did not represent strength perpetually not changing. In these countless years, 

each and every major force took turns alternating. Some of them, their strength became even stronger, 

while others’ strength declined. 

Such as the Medicine King Hall, they were a super holy land which had just begun flourishing in these 

few thousand years recently. 

It was just that the Medicine King Hall’s rise up was akin to a flash-in-the-pan, becoming the past very 

quickly. 

The present Medicine King Hall was already not the Medicine King Hall in the hearts of many Divine 

Realm martial artists. 

“Just what on earth is inside this Crimson Afterglow Valley?” Ye Yuan could not help asking curiously. 

Jun Tianyu shook his head and said, “This, apart from those Holy Sons who entered the Crimson 

Afterglow Valley, probably no one knows! But everyone also has some conjectures. This Crimson 

Afterglow should be some kind of inheritances. It’s just that nobody knows what kind of inheritance it is. 

Ye Yuan, I feel that you can go in and give it a shot. With your talent, I feel that you should be able to 

obtain the Crimson Afterglow Valley’s inheritance!” 

“Oh? Brother Jun feels that I should go and give it a shot too?” Ye Yuan said in amazement. 

Jun Tianyu was aware of Ye Yuan’s true talent. Ordinary inheritances, he would really not attach any 

importance. 

But even so, Jun Tianyu still proposed for him to go give it a shot. It could be seen that this inheritance 

definitely had extraordinary aspects. 

Jun Tianyu nodded and said, “Legends has it that back then, the Crimson Afterglow Holy Land’s first 

generation Holy Lord had a great world-shaking battle with a Divine King powerhouse at that time 

because of some matter. At that time, the first generation Holy Lord was still a nobody, while that Divine 

King powerhouse’s strength was probably almost on par with the present Ten Great Divine Kings. The 

two people battled for ten days and nights, ultimately ending in a draw. But not long after that, the two 

people passed away because their injuries were too severe. It was also precisely because of this that the 

Crimson Afterglow Holy Land became more abysmal with each generation too. Their strength 

plummeted very quickly. Reaching this generation’s Holy Lord, they were finally reduced to a Rank Nine 

Holy Land.” 

Ye Yuan only came to a realization after he heard that. 

Before ascending to the Divine Realm back then, Qi Hai once said that he had already not received news 

from the Divine Realm for a long time. 

Looks like starting from that time, the Crimson Afterglow Holy Land was already unable to fend for 

themselves and completely did not have the energy to go manage the Lower Realms’ matters. 

But the first generation Crimson Afterglow Holy Lord was actually able to fight to a draw with a Ten 

Great Divine Kings level powerhouse. His strength absolutely did not allow underestimation. 



“Looks like I really have to make a trip to this Crimson Afterglow Valley,” Ye Yuan said with an emotional 

sigh. 

To the current Ye Yuan, increasing his strength was still placed as number one. 

His present strength was still too weak and still worlds apart from Ji Canglan’s. To be able to obtain an 

inheritance comparable to the Ten Great Divine Kings, this kind of opportunity naturally could not be 

missed. 

“Hey, brat! I only promised you a slot. Why are you treating it like this first place is already an item in 

your bag?” Pei Wenqiang was very displeased with Ye Yuan’s cocky attitude. 

Ye Yuan said confidently, “If there is no Heaven Enlightenment Realm powerhouse taking part, then this 

first place, I’ve probably nailed it!” 

Pei Wenqiang curled his mouth and said disbelievingly, “Although if you get first place, as the person 

who recommends you a quota, I definitely won’t miss out on benefits and will also have glorious honor. 

Your boasting is too big! That’s right, the competition this time indeed won’t have Heaven 

Enlightenment Realm taking part. The age is also restricted to under 40 years old. But you, a Divine 

Traversing Realm boy, said it like you’re going to sweep across Boundless Realms. It’s also too 

shameless.” 

Ye Yuan smiled and did not explain anything. Rather, it was Jun Tianyu who laughed and said, “Ye Yuan 

isn’t bragging. He has this capital!” 

Jun Tianyu’s words made Jun Tianyu and Zhao Qian both stunned. 

Could it be that this boy still had uncommon attainments along the Martial Path? 

But Pei Wenqiang did not believe this, and he said, “Boy, I know that you have some means and your 

capabilities aren’t small either. That’s why I took the risk of offending a major aristocratic family and 

gave a quota to you. It’s also considered your repayment for the ancient grotto. But in the end, you’re 

just an alchemist. To talk about overwhelming the junior generation in martial arts, I won’t believe even 

if you beat me to death either!” 

If Ye Yuan was Boundless Realm right now, Pei Wenqiang might really believe it. After all, Ye Yuan’s 

means, he had experienced before. 

Disregarding other things, just his attainments in the divine soul was plenty more than ordinary martial 

artists could bear. 

But Ye Yuan was just Divine Traversing Realm now, while quite a few major aristocratic families and 

major sects’ disciples were all middle-stage Boundless Realm, even late-stage experts. 

Among them, there was no lack of some genius martial artists with very formidable strength. To say that 

Ye Yuan had the strength to crush everybody, how could he possibly believe it? 

Ye Yuan gave Pei Wenqiang a glance and said with a smile, “This favor, I accept it. City Lord Pei, after this 

time, the old scores between us are written off. Nobody owes the other. How’s that?” 



Ye Yuan discovered that even though this Pei Wenqiang had somewhat of bad habits of a silkpants, 

having a manner as if he was number one under the heaven, when really got to know him, he was not 

that detestable either. 

At least his promise in the ancient grotto, he really achieved it now. 

Ye Yuan knew that such quotas only had three. Each major aristocratic family would definitely snatch 

viciously over it. But Pei Wenqiang left one for him. This definitely had to offend people. 

But in order to repay him, he did it without any qualms. 

Though Pei Wenqiang had a powerful backer behind, governing such a large city, he could not really be 

as reckless as he wished for everything. 

On the contrary, Pei Wenqiang was actually very clever and was very skillful in governing a city too. 

Otherwise, the moment Ying Tianya entered Clear Reed City back then, he would not possibly have 

known right away. 

Pei Wenqiang nodded his head and said, “Alright, deal! But this quota, I helped you to get hold of it, but 

the things at the back, you can only do it yourself. Although you boasted to the high heavens, I still don’t 

really believe it. You have to do your best. Even if you lose, don’t lose too miserably too. Otherwise, my 

face will have no light!” 1 

Pei Wenqiang was managing two cities right now, which was also to say that he actually had six quotas 

on his hands. 

But Clear Reed City and Ancient Opulence City’ strength belonged to the lower-class standards among 

the Crimson Afterglow Holy Land’s subordinate forces. 

Even if the two cities’ major aristocratic families snatched until their scalps bled to obtain the quotas, 

they probably could not walk very far in the end as well. 

This point, Pei Wenqiang was perfectly aware. 

Him saying this was only putting feathers on his own cap. 

Ye Yuan said with a smile, “City Lord Pei rest assured, at that time, your face will radiate brilliant light in 

all directions!” 2 

The few people were just chatting fervently when all of a sudden, there was a disturbance outside the 

Fragrant Medicine Pavilion’s front door. 

“Ye Yuan, you scram outside for this young master! Your cowardly turtle, scared is it? If you have the 

guts, come out and fight one-on-one! Watch this young master beat you until you piss your pants! I 

want to let City Lord to have a look at just who is fit to go participate in the Quasi-Holy Son selection 

competition!” outside the door, a young man roared furiously. 

Pei Wenqiang’s brows furrowed and he said unhappy, “Punk who doesn’t know the immensity of 

heaven and earth! To actually dare refuse to accept this City Lord’s decision! As it happens, this City Lord 

just assumed office. I’ll make an example out of this Gu Family punk!” 


